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NIMBY: Not Only Nuclear

• Public resists any new facility
• In the last few weeks…

– Calpine Corp. withdrew plans for a $1 billion
LNG terminal in Eureka, CA after encountering
local opposition

– Mendocino, CA voted to shut down the biotech
industry. Activist: “They had the money, we
had the people”

– Disney theme park rejected
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Support at Nuclear Plant Sites
Average Percent Saying a New Nuclear Power Plant

Would Be Acceptable at Nearest Plant Site 2002-2003
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More Favorable Climate
for Nuclear Energy

• Growing public and policymaker support
heightened during energy shortages

• Broad public support for license renewal

• Few objections to on-site spent fuel storage

• 3 U.S. companies pursuing early site
permits to test NRC licensing process



Yucca Mountain Project

• Siting process based on $4 billion scientific
study, but still politically volatile.

• Nevada state leaders opposed
• Public’s fear of radiation presents additional

challenges
• Nevadans feel state was unfairly selected
• Industry built local coalition from the start
• Local universities engaged



Goals of Industry Activities
for Yucca Mountain

• Site recommendation by Secretary Abraham
and President Bush

• Congressional approval

• Nevada program/Yucca licensing
– Oversight of the scientific and licensing work

– Encourage constructive engagement by Nevada



NEI Leadership
of Industry Campaign

• Political programs

• Coalition programs

• Media outreach/advertising

• Nevada program

• DOE science/licensing programs



Influential Leaders Mobilized
To Gain Approval in Congress

Contacts supporting Yucca Mountain were made by
influential leaders in the states shaded red



Advertising To Gain
Approval in Congress

Television, radio or print ads supporting Yucca
Mountain site designation were placed in the states

shaded blue





Media Activities to Gain
Approval in Congress



Principles of Constructive
Public Engagement in Nevada

• Public acceptance of the facility is essential

• Public must understand Yucca Mountain
project benefits and safety

• Citizens must participate in the process and
be treated with respect

• Open dialogue can lead to win-win situation



Overcoming National
Political Obstacles in a

NIMBY Situation
• Leadership and systematic planning

– In U.S., industry has systematically influenced
public policy so that new power plants can be
built when needed

– Demonstrate that positive action is politically
safe



Overcoming NIMBY

• Public opinion research should be conducted
before and during siting process.  Research should
guide development of effective messages for the
public

• Be proactive with the news media… important
that you use this vehicle to communicate.  You’re
opponents will!

• Develop coalitions with broad support
• Let local supporters speak…in some cases, they’ll

say that “outsiders” are not welcome



Overcoming NIMBY for New
Nuclear Plant Construction

• Develop public trust every day
– Develop community goodwill over many years

– Communicate regularly with local officials

– Participate in government meetings related to
your project

– Know who the public finds credible on your
issues and use them to communicate on your
behalf



Overcoming NIMBY for New
Nuclear Plant Construction

• Use a stepwise process.  Break the siting
process into smaller and more acceptable
steps that offers potential to reduce
opposition.

• Communicate benefits of the project…but
they must not be viewed as bribes.



Overcoming NIMBY for New
Nuclear Plant Construction

• Use local leaders to communicate
community enhancements derived from
nuclear facility projects
– NEI economic benefits studies

– Emergency preparedness equipment/planning

– State/federal government benefits



Jackson Clarion Ledger

“Few Oppose Reactor Expansion”

May 30, 2003 Front Page Headline

Local resident: “The main thing is putting
people to work and getting the community
going.”


